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Successfully interweaves coffee, art, architecture, and design by providing the full range of retail spaces, including coffee shops

located in historic buildings, modern architecture, ex-industrial warehouses, offices, and more

Features an expertly curated list of architectural interior spaces from around the globe, including from Australia, Britain, Canada,

China, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, South Korea, Spain,

Sweden, and the United States

Full color photography by professional architectural photographers

Book lends itself to significant interest and discussion as coffee is such a large part of daily culture

There’s something very special about being able to relish a quality espresso or expertly brewed filter coffee in beautifully designed

surroundings. What is the magic formula that makes a café space so inviting, so successful, with a buzz in the atmosphere that’s so

enjoyable? Café Culture: For Lovers of Coffee and Good Design brings together a selection of well-crafted interior spaces by those

with both a strong sense of good design aesthetics and a refined appreciation of the art of a good coffee experience. As the much-

anticipated follow-up to Robert Schneider’s very successful first book, Coffee Culture: hot coffee + cool spaces – design inspiration that

presents coffee shop designs from across the United States, in his new book Schneider expands on the theme by showcasing a

wonderful new collection of designs, this time from around the globe. Richly illustrated throughout with full-color photos that capture

the feel and personality of each coffee shop, and with detailed analysis of each design and its features, along with an insightful overview

of the industry trends in design across the globe, this book successfully connects an appreciation for great coffee with spaces that invite

human interaction and create memories through good design. “In his second book on cafe design, Robert Schneider expands on the
theme by showcasing a wonderful new collection of designs from around the globe: a selection of well-crafted interior spaces by those

with both a strong sense of design aesthetics and a refined appreciation of the art of a good coffee experience.” – Roast Magazine 
“Looking to while away those hours in self-isolation? Then may we suggest Café Culture: For Lovers of Coffee and Good Design.
Robert Schneider’s excellent new book showcases a selection of interior spaces crafted by those with a strong sense of design

aesthetics and an appreciation of a good coffee experience.” – Caffeine Magazine  “A tasty, artistic presentation of 37 modern,

architecturally- designed coffee shops/cafes in 28 cities around the world.” – travelbyentree.com

Robert Schneider received degrees in political science, finance and investments - providing the foundation for a successful career in

capital markets, including research, marketing/business development, and working with start-up/early-stage companies. He currently

pursues his lifelong interest in art and design. He lives and studies art, architecture, design, and photography in Minneapolis, Minnesota,

in the United States.
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